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DLZP Group supports Private Sector, Public Sector, K-12 and Higher Education clients in Alabama, Canada, 
California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Missouri, New Mexico, 
North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Texas and Utah. 
 
Due to our numerous public sector clients, we introduced the DLZP Group Secure by Design Infrastructure 
compliance methodology about 30 months ago. Whereby, we integrated various compliance frameworks NIST 
800-53r5, NIST 800-171r2, HIPAA, FERPA, and other International Standards with our infrastructure code. All 
DLZP Group cloud infrastructure is built with code, an AWS best practice. 
  
DLZP Group invested the time and capital to build audit-ready compliance libraries for our internal use but also 
found considerable interest from our clients seeking support for Cybersecurity Compliance requirements. We 
finalized our first library that meets the FISMA Moderate Standard Defined in NIST SP800-53r5. 
 
DLZP Group’s guiding principles inspired us to strive to significantly lower the cost of managed services while 
improving customer care and delivering stable error-free infrastructure, cloud, applications, and operations 
support.  
 

In addition 
There are several indispensable advantages that DLZP Group brings to LFUCG, including: 

 Recent experience supporting the reengineering of an F5 network system for a county government to 
support their PeopleSoft Migration to the Oracle Cloud.  

 Long-lived customer relationships that speak of our commitment to customer service, and the references to 
back it up. 

 The depth and breadth of our team not only with PeopleSoft, but end-to-end IT services including 
consulting, cybersecurity, machine learning, data lakes (cloud data warehouse), business analytics, 
applications, third-party integrations and microservices development along with cloud services. 

 DLZP Group’s commitment to Standards-Based Environments, providing stable Infrastructure and 
Application that are the easiest to use and the lowest cost to maintain. 

 The experience and insight to provide the strategic direction to build a contemporary IT environment that 
will provide value well into the future. 

 

DLZP Group offers LFUCG a full-service organization committed to achieving your business goals and objectives. 
We look forward to the opportunity to serve LFUCG and the citizens Kentucky. 

 
 
Oracle Partnership 

 
DLZP Group is an Oracle Gold Partner. DLZP Group’s unique history with 
Oracle runs far deeper than traditional vendors.  PeopleSoft was originally a 
standalone company founded in 1987 until it was acquired by Oracle to roll 

into its enterprise portfolio of offerings in 2005. Many DLZP Group team members previously served at 
PeopleSoft or within the Oracle PeopleSoft era as part of primary teams within product development. This 
experience provided DLZP Group insider knowledge of the PeopleSoft architecture and applications as well as 
practical experience solving ERP business problems for some of the largest public and private sector clients. 
 
DLZP Group leveraged our experience, knowledge, and direction as we began performing PeopleSoft project 
implementations as a consulting firm. Our team raised the bar higher than what he had previously experienced in 
the field when our founders began building DLZP Group culture, methods, and client services.  
 
For example, we strive to build PeopleSoft solutions that use standards-based PeopleSoft capabilities and use 
customizations as a last resort. This limited customization approach gives the customer the least complex, most 
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resilient, and lowest overhead solution over the life of the application. Furthermore, it enforces alignment with 
PeopleSoft standards making it easy to train staff on the application as well as maintain it over the long run.  

We have been providing Project-Rescues, Implementations including PeopleSoft Development, Upgrades/Updates 
and Consulting Services since our inception. DLZP Group has supported many PeopleSoft large- and small-scale 
ERP solutions for both Public and Private Sector clients globally.  For our many public and private sector clients, we 
have established mature security and regulatory compliance methodologies to meet their security and compliance 
requirements. 
 
Oracle consultants praise our approach with consistently high reviews and feedback from their client referrals. Our 
standards-based approach to ERP selection & implementation assures goals are achieved and important project 
blind spots are avoided. DLZP Group is the exclusive partner used by Oracle University for advanced PeopleSoft 
training for ~6 paramount PeopleSoft training curriculums.  
 
DLZP Group has built a team of PeopleSoft functional and technical experts to serve your application support and 
data migration needs promptly and reliably – not only during the project implementation phase but also 
throughout ongoing monthly operations’ support by providing low-cost support options that will fit your budget. 
 
 
AWS Partnership 

Our founders saw the emergence of Cloud Services as an opportunity to 
change the managed services marketplace based on customer feedback they 
had received as consultants in the 2000s. DLZP Group, beginning in 2011, 
invested the time and capital to develop advanced cloud solutions to help our 
customers keep pace in the cloud compute era. DLZP Group is certified as both 
an AWS APN Public and Government Cloud Partner and key DLZP Group 

team members hold AWS Certifications attesting to our cloud experience and professionalism.  
 
DLZP Group established PeopleSoft and Oracle databases could be successfully hosted on the AWS cloud and as 
a pioneer in this space DLZP Group became a founding member of the AWS test drive program at Amazon’s 
invitation (Allowing consumers to quickly launch and evaluate a solution on AWS).  AWS also asked DLZP Group to 
coauthor a whitepaper on deploying Oracle on the AWS RDS PaaS database service platform as we were the 
first to successfully integrate AWS Oracle RDS and PeopleSoft hosting. We still maintain and update this 
whitepaper today in coordination with AWS. 
 
DLZP Group discovered early on that adopting cloud solutions enabled a much more efficient technology 
proposition. Intent on differentiating DLZP Group from the existing managed services crowd, and in contrast to 
existing people-intensive, managed services billing models, our founders pursued the development of low-touch, 
high-availability, highly automated cloud environment offerings. Migrating a crucial and complex ERP system like 
PeopleSoft over and over across many public and private sector clients laid the foundation for all DLZP Group’s 
many cloud support initiatives available today. 
 

 

 

 

 

Canon Partnership 
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DLZP Group is a Canon USA Solutions Partner. This was a strategic decision for 
DLZP Group in order to provide our clients best-in-class Document 
Management and Imaging Automation solutions. Long gone are the days where 
a fax machine and a filing cabinet suffice for document transmission and 

storage. The modern office is challenged with managing and securing its documents. Information is a vital 
corporate asset and mismanaging those assets can affect a company’s image, its bottom line, customer retention 
and competitiveness.  
 
Due to strong customer demand, DLZP Group sought out a best-in-class document management solution to 
integrate with the best-of-breed ERP solutions we already provide to our clients. The partnership has been 
mutually rewarding as DLZP Group built the PeopleSoft connector to Canon’s EIP document scanning, recognition 
and automated document workflow solutions.  
 
DLZP Group provides clients seeking something more than just document management solutions. The workflow-
based office automation solutions and intelligent recognition engine built into Canon’s middleware enables 
automation of the modern office. DLZP Group is able to choose from multiple document management products that 
we believe will address your business needs completely.  
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Technology Assessments – Attachment A 
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Support Services 

1. Is Help Desk Support Available?
DLZP Group provides seasoned processes and personnel to aide your help desk support demands. We will 
respond in accordance with the urgency (see Table 1) for which a help desk ticket is raised. We will provide direct 
client support along with second and third level support to backstop your in-house business and technology teams.  
 
DLZP Group has operated a 100% remote team based work force since its inception and all of our business 
processes support this style of work. Our team members are strategically and geographically dispersed, this 
operating model served as well when the pandemic struck and required no change to our operations processes or 
disruption to customer services. This also provides operations resiliency during regional weather or other 
phenomena as typically no more than one or two team members are impacted by regional events.  
 

2. When is Support Available? 
DLZP Group offers 7x24 support staffing for Critical and High Severity Issues, along with off hours support for 
updates/patches etc. DLZP Group will respond to all client-raised incidents and resolve them based on the Issue 
Severity that is declared by the client from Table 1. DLZP Group Support Site Documentation and our Project User 
Guide will be provided to new clients with additional support and escalation detail. 
 

3. Do you provide a process for escalating support issues? 
For standard support, requests are submitted to the DLZP Group Support Site or via one of the methods in the 
Raise Ticket swim lane in Figure 1. You will be provided access to the DLZP Group Support Site upon engagement 
(or we will engage directly with your existing ticketing system), or you may contact your account representative or 
Project Manager to report issues, reference Table 2 DLZP Group escalation steps.  
 

4. How are charges for support structured, documented, and tracked? 
Support services may be retained via a monthly DLZP Group Support Plan, ad hoc hourly charges, or a statement 
of work. If LFUCG elects to purchase our annual support plan (reference Cost of Services) our initial offering starts 
at 10 hours of remote support per month. Support plans provide discount Consulting Rates for the duration of the 
subscription period. Services are billed monthly or at agreed upon milestones for project work. 
 
Figure 1 
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Project Management Services  

Figure 2 

 
Project Methodology 
At the heart of our project methodology (see above), we find a consistent framework undergirding everything we 
do. The DLZP Group Support Methodology is consistently applied to all our client needs yet it is agile and 
nuanced enough to support a major project as well as a fit-gap analysis, along with Functional and Technical 
Support items. DLZP Group Project Managers use this methodology along with both waterfall and agile project 
approaches to keep project and support activities on track. This will include regular reporting and updates on 
project status. 
 
Project Escalation: 
Customers are appointed a single point of contact within DLZP Group Operations; the Delivery Manager has 
immediate access to all teams and team members within DLZP Group. For individual projects, Project Managers 
will be assigned and report to the Delivery Manager. Those Project Managers will be responsible for the 
successful delivery of technical program services. The CSU team will have escalation access to DLZP Group 
Executives in the areas of Quality, Contracts, Billing, and Security.  
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be conducted as necessary with appropriate project team members or stakeholders. These meetings can have a 
variety of purposes such as conducting an interview to resolve a requirement, evaluate an issue, or respond to a 
question from a stakeholder. As standard practice, our team will also conduct weekly internal team meetings to 
facilitate cross-team communications, planning, and coordination. 
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Software Development 

 
DLZP Group software development initiatives focus on cloud automation, next generation cloud microservices 
websites and Data Lake – Machine Leaning and Artificial Intelligence Initiatives. 
 
Cloud Automation – development initiatives focus on cloud automation and operations services to automate cloud 
systems, improve security posture and reduce the FTE required to provide ongoing cloud support. 
 
Microservices – application and website development are focused on using modern serverless cloud microservices 
to re-architect complex monolithic applications into microservice based architectures that improve updatability, 
performance and costs to host and support. Microservices may also be utilized to replace complex and expensive 
middleware solutions like Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) and Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) products for 
Software Publishers. 
 
Data Lakes – may support multiple business initiatives and inquiries. Including the need for data visualization of 
many disparate data sources with tools like Tableau or Cognos to fully capable business analytics through the use 
of machine learning and artificial intelligence methods. DLZP Group development initiative have supported both 
business objectives with end-to-end design, build, learn (train data models) and presentation either through tools 
like Amazon QuickSight, Tableau etc. to customized real time dashboard presenting up to the minute date for our 
clients. 

 
DLZP Group uses an Agile SDLC development model combining iterative and incremental development that 
focuses on adaptability and customer satisfaction.  We rapidly deliver working software products focusing on 
small incremental builds that support discreet customer stories initiated in the analysis and design phases. We 
automate code instantiation through a mature code pipeline methodology. 
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Attachment B
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Sr. Functional/Technical Lead 
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Sr. Technical Lead Consultant 
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Sr. Cloud System Architect 
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PeopleSoft Functional Support 
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System Administrator/DBA 
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Cybersecurity Analyst 
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Network/Firewall Admin
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Web and Cloud Developer 
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Developer 

 
  






